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Introduction

Ultrasonography contains a wide selection of clinical indi-
cations. For instance, when examining a patient with ocular 
discomfort or pain, clinicians will use ultrasound to ensure a 
diagnosis of inflammation, orbital myositis, or dacryoadenitis.  
Imaging is often used to identify retrobulbar tissue, as well as 
the extraocular muscles, in patients with symptoms and sus-
pected soft tissue enlargement secondary to Graves’ disease. 

There are various forms of diseases that involve the orbit 
and therefore the discussion of those disorders are often or-
ganized in line with the etiology (e.g., infection, inflammation, 
neoplasm) or by anatomic location.

Ultrasonography generates sound waves at frequencies be-
yond the limit of human hearing abilities through electri-
cal stimulation of the customized crystal mounted on the tip 
of the oscillatory probe [1,2]. These sound waves propagate 
through tissues and endure partial reflection back to their start-
ing point when the wave passes through layers of various re-
sistance [1,2]. When the wavefront returns to the transducer 
located in the ultrasound probe, it generates electrical energy 
where it is amplified and converted to a positive sine wave 
which is displayed as an image [1,2].

The images created by ultrasound are not based on the den-
sity of the tissues but rather on the variation of densities de-
tected once the sound waves pass from one medium to another 
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[1]. When different adjacent materials have a large gap in den-
sities-water and air, for example-the coefficient of reflection of 
the sound waves at their interface is substantial, creating a no-
ticeable acoustic echo [1,4]. Usually, diagnostic A-scan (A stands 
for amplitude) is restricted to academic-based centers and ocu-
lar oncology practices [1,4]. For patients with choroidal tumors, 
the addition of diagnostic A-scan aids in the analysis of disease 
progressions as well as internal acoustic characteristics and as-
sessment of additional scleral extension [8-10].

B-scan (brightness-mode) enhances the A-scan because it 
provides a two-dimensional image of orbital and intraocular tis-
sues [1,4]. One of the foremost common strategies for orbital 
evaluation uses a series of 5 B-scans bearing on clock hours. 
Four dynamic crosswise scans and one static longitudinal scan 
are customized to reconstruct the posterior section and orbit 
[1]. The advantage of transversal and longitudinal scans com-
pared with an axial scan is that the scans bypass the lens. Even 
as the lens refracts and reflects incoming light-waves it addi-
tionally reflects sound waves. By not aiming the probe through 
the middle of the lens, orbital structures may be imaged with 
the very best resolution and image quality attainable [1,12].

Routinely, contact B-scan pictures are achieved through the 
patient’s closed eyelids; but, to avoid the attenuation of the sig-
nal passing through the lids, the probe may be placed directly 
onto the conjunctiva following instillation of anesthesia [1,4]. 
Instead of asking the patient to close their eyes, which makes it 
troublesome for a patient to maintain fixation and for the prac-
titioner to locate the probe, the scan may be performed with 
the patient’s eyes open [1].

It’s useful to start with the device’s gain at its neutral level 
to permit analysis of lesions with a weak signal, like posterior 
vitreous detachment or vitreous opacities. By lowering the gain, 
lesions like intraocular masses become more evident. Changing 
the gain, either higher or lower maximizes the appearance of 
the lesion.  Time Gain Compensation (TGC) is a setting applied 
in diagnostic ultrasound imaging to account for tissue attenua-
tion. By increasing the received signal intensity with depth, the 
artifacts in the uniformity of a B-mode image intensity are re-
duced. The purpose of TGC is to normalize the signal amplitude 
with time, compensating for depth.

Discussion

Imaging studies are commonly used to determine the spe-
cific location of the disease within the orbit, anatomic struc-
tures involved, degree of inflammation, the shape of infiltrated 
tissues, and involvement of sinuses, nasal passages, and intra-
cranial structures. Radiographic examination of the orbit usu-
ally involves Computerized Tomography scan (CT), and Mag-
netic Resonance Imaging (MRI) with intravenous contrast and 
is incredibly useful in narrowing the differential diagnoses and 
assessing the location and extent of the disease process [11]. 
Orbital ultrasound also has a wide range of clinical indications. 
For example, following examination of a patient with ocular 
discomfort or pain, clinicians can use ultrasonography to help 
confirm a diagnosis of scleritis, orbital myositis, or dacryoadeni-
tis. Clinicians can use ultrasonography to evaluate retrobulbar 
tissue, including the extraocular muscles, in a patient with ex-
ophthalmos and suspected soft tissue expansion secondary to 
Graves’ disease [12].

Although imaging can help narrow the range of diagnoses to 
consider, images are only useful in that they reveal patterns and 

locations of tissue involvement which may statistically be more 
common in certain disease entities. Imaging is often not specific 
enough to verify exact disease entities or obviate a biopsy.

Ossining’s standardized echography (A scan + B scan) could 
also be useful in orbital ultrasound. In line with this technique, 
screening for lesion detection is followed by echography for 
characterization of a lesion in terms of location, shape, margins, 
and extension. Quantitative echography is then performed 
for assessment of the interior structure of a lesion, its reflec-
tivity, and therefore the absorbance/attenuation of ultrasound 
waves (A-scan). Next, wave attenuation (absorption) is evalu-
ated on the calculation of angle kappa, the angle between an 
imaginary line through the lesion peaks with the A-scan base-
line. Angle kappa >45° denotes high echo attenuation, angle 
kappa = 45° represents moderate echo attenuation, and an-
gle kappa< 45°indicates low echo attenuation. Finally, kinetic 
echography is done to obtain information about lesion mobility, 
its elasticity/strain, and vascularity. This evaluation also involves 
the use of color Doppler [13].

Because the image quality and interpretation usually de-
pend upon the echographer, diagnostic sensitivities conferred 
within the literature for specific conditions and diagnoses vary 
considerably. Diagnostic sensitivity is especially high in large tri-
als performed in educational centers or ocular oncology prac-
tices that hire trained ultra-sonographers. In clinical settings, 
clinicians will expect considerably lower diagnostic sensitivity 
than highly advanced imaging centers where they have neces-
sary diagnostic and prognostic tools for retinal and choroidal 
lesions like retinal or choroidal hemangiomas, choroidal nevi, 
melanomas, nonmalignant tumors and sclerochoroidal calcifi-
cations [1,3,8-10]. The Collaborative Ocular Melanoma Study, a 
long-run, multicenter cluster of randomized, controlled clinical 
trials, established imaging as a standard of care in the analysis 
of ocular melanomas and nevi [8].  Recently, researchers have 
used imaging to spot lesion-based risk factors for prognosis and 
survival [9,10].

Challenges to using imaging are generally associated with 
the clinician’s familiarity with the technique and competence 
level with image interpretation. Whereas highly-trained, highly-
skilled echographers are true specialists with the art of acquir-
ing and decoding pictures, an understanding of the fundamen-
tal technique of performing the scan and deciphering its results 
are still quite helpful in clinical practice.

Ultrasonography contains a wide selection of clinical indi-
cations. For instance, when examining a patient with ocular 
discomfort or pain, clinicians will use ultrasound to ensure a 
diagnosis of inflammation, orbital myositis, or dacryoadenitis.  
Imaging is often used to identify retrobulbar tissue, as well as 
the extraocular muscles, in patients with symptoms and sus-
pected soft tissue enlargement secondary to Graves’ disease. 

Ultrasonography contains a wide selection of clinical indi-
cations. For instance, when examining a patient with ocular 
discomfort or pain, clinicians will use ultrasound to ensure a 
diagnosis of inflammation, orbital myositis, or dacryoadenitis. 
Imaging is often used to identify retrobulbar tissue, as well as the 
extraocular muscles, in patients with symptoms and suspected 
soft tissue enlargement secondary to Graves’ disease [14]. 

Inflammatory diseases of the orbits could also be infectious 
or noninfectious. Of the infectious, orbital cellulitis is the com-
monest and generally arises as a complication of acute sinusitis. 
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Of the noninfectious, inflammatory conditions, thyroid orbi-
topathy is the commonest and leads to enlargement of the ex-
traocular muscles and proliferation of the orbital fat. Idiopathic 
orbital inflammatory syndrome is another reason for inflamma-
tion within the orbit, which can mimic thyroid orbitopathy or 
perhaps tumor, but generally presents with pain [14].

Standard ultrasound images are typically obtained in an 
antero-posterior direction either during a cross, axial or longi-
tudinal plane, or during a plane slightly oblique to one of these 
planes. Some ocular pathologies could be viewed from a me-
diolateral orientation or oblique orientation, and these views 
might not be adequately achieved using standard two-dimen-
sional ultrasound (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Orbital ultrasonography instructional diagram
(Created with BioRender.com).

Standard operating procedure for orbital ultrasonography:  
1) Complete consent and authorization form 
2) Clean and prepare the site of interest and ultrasound probe 
3) Apply sterile coupling agents on ultrasound probe headpiece 
4) Connect the probe to mobile device and launch the app 
5) Select the appropriate preset to start scanning 
a. Horizontal linear scan (medial orientation) - adjust depth and ΔTGC 
b. Vertical linear scan (superior orientation) - adjust depth and ΔTGC 
c. Lateral vertical oblique scan (Ossoinig technique + doppler) - optic 
nerve assessment 
d. Horizontal linear (Lacrimal gland) scan - volumetric and ΔTGC 
6) 3D scan/Cine recording of orbit 

Conclusion and future needs

Pathological processes inside the orbits are a heterogeneous 
cluster of diseases of varied etiologies, clinical entities, and 
pathological models. Because of poor access to the orbits dur-
ing a clinical examination, imaging plays a vital role in both iden-
tification and treatment monitoring in patients with an orbital 
pathology [13]. It is indicated, for instance, in exophthalmos, 
globe mobility disorders, globe displacement, lacrimal gland 
swelling, endocrine orbitopathy, suspicion of muscle inflamma-
tion or scleritis, orbital injury, optic disc oedema, choroidal folds, 
abrupt refractive changes (hyperopia, astigmatism), episcleral 
vein dilation, and globe or orbital pain of unclear etiology [13]. 

The goal of 3D imaging is to reconstruct the orbit into a 
three-dimensional image using multiple two-dimensional B-
scans. While it is difficult to understand what every image rep-
resents when piecing the two-dimensional B-scan pictures to 
reconstruct the eye and orbit in 3 dimensions, there are several 
approaches and individual methods to the examination, the se-
cret to which is to make sure there is an organized, repeatable 
approach to evaluating the complete orbit and globe (Figure 2).

 

Figure 2: Large Orbital Mass with delineation and 3D configu-
ration extended to extraconal space using Butterfly IQ+ Handhold 
Ultrasound. (Same lesion shown in B scan for comparison).

The application of color-coded Doppler ultrasonography is 
especially important in the assessment of the vasculature of 
retrobulbar tumorous lesions and in the differential diagnosis 
of intraocular tumors [15]. In a time of profound technologi-
cal advancement in ocular imaging, orbital ultrasonography has 
often been relegated to a niche/ancillary test. With the afford-
ability of available ultrasonography systems, now is the time to 
take advantage of the many applications of ultrasonography to 
best serve your patients.
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This review is adhered to the ethical principles outlined in 
the Declaration of Helsinki as amended in 2013. 
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